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MATCH FACTS  
Semifinal 1 
27 June 2012 – 20:45 CET • Donbass Arena • Donetsk 

PORTUGAL 
 

0:0 
2:4 
pso  

SPAIN 

GOALS 
--- 
P.S.O. 
0-0 Xabi Alonso misses, 0-0 Joao Moutinho misses, 0-1 Iniesta conv., 1-1 Pepe conv., 1-2 Piqué 
conv., 2-2 Nani conv., 2-3 Sergio Ramos conv., 2-3 Bruno Alves misses, 2-4 Fàbregas conv. 
 
YELLOW CARDS 
Sergio RAMOS (ESP, 40’), Fabio COENTRAO (POR, 45’), Sergio BUSQUETS (ESP, 60’), PEPE 
(POR, 61’), Joao PEREIRA (POR, 64’), Alvaro ARBELOA (ESP, 84’), Bruno ALVES (POR, 86’), 
Miguel VELOSO (POR, 90’), XABI ALONSO (ESP, 113’) 
 
SENDING OFFS 
 
MATCH OFFICIALS 

Function Full Name Origin  Final Mark 

Referee Cüneyt Çakır 
 

TUR 80,7 

Assistant Referee 1 Bahattin Duran 
 

TUR 82,0 

Assistant Referee 2 Tarik Ongun 
 

TUR 78,0 

Additional Assistant Referee 1 Hüseyin Göçek 
 

TUR 76,0 

Additional Assistant Referee 2 Bülent Yıldırım 
 

TUR 78,0 

Fourth Official Damir Skomina 
 

SVN 80,0 

Reserve Assistant Referee Matej Žunič 
 

SVN 75,0 

UEFA Delegate Janis Mežeckis 
 

LVA 

UEFA Referee Observer Jozef Marko 
 

SVK 

Blog Referee Observer Philipp S 
 

GER 

 

Remarks concerning the final marks 
The final marks that have been awarded by the Blog Referee Observer(s) for every official are 
aimed at expressing a general assessment on the respective official’s performance.  
They comply with certain and different evaluation scales that are exposed and explained in the 
Referee Observation Checklist (a separate document). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

World of Football Refereeing 
Referee Observation Report 
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The Referee 
 
I. MATCH 

 Background 

The first semifinal between the two Iberian teams. Portugal surprisingly was on the same 
level as Spain, so it was a tight match, the result was unknown till the very end. There 
were a high number of hard duels and willingness to use the bodys. However there were 
no ugly scenes or evil fouls. Cakir had a lot of work to do, reinforced by the extra 30 
minutes. Nevertheless, there were no “big calls” to make for the team, keeping the control 
was the biggest task. 

 

 Parameter Mark 1: Degree of Difficulty and Importance 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 90,0 

 

 
II. CONTROL 

 Comment 

He was not able to completely stop the hard duels, but he could hold them in certain 
borders. He issued nine yellow cards (tournament record), but their effect was not as high 
as it should be. A reason could be, that he did not talk to the players, when he shows a 
card. Another reason, which is not Cakir's fault, is the new UEFA rule, that players cannot 
be banned in the final. His decisions were mostly respected by the players, but there were 
some protests. There were no riots during the match, perhaps because of his quick 
reactions to the fouls. 

 

 Exemplary situations that strengthen the general impression 

Minute Situation and Assessment 

105 stops quick execution of a free-kick to calm everyone down 

 

 Parameter Mark 2: Control 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 78,0 
 
 

III. DECISIONS 

 Application of the Laws of the Game – Comment (advice: always refer to aspects 
like card management, infringement detection, the application of the advantage 
rule, holding in the penalty area after set pieces, simulation and lay extra ordinary 
high emphasis on match influencing or even decisive decisions) 

He was not consistent enough in his decisions, sometimes pedantic, sometimes lenient, 
so the players did not know, where the borderline was. Nevertheless, he made nearly no 
clear mistakes in foul detection. He was strict in the punishment of  using the arms in air 
duels. The many cards, he gave, were all justified, one more card was clearly missing. 
One mistake with the advantage rule,  no other remarkable advantage situations. There 
were few match influencing decisions, some denied penalty appeals, which all were quite 
clear. Overall a good performance in this category, but not very good, due to lack of 
consistency and some smaller mistakes. 

 

 Important Decisions ((non)given cards should be mentioned, other important 
decisions in the opinion of the observer)  

Minute Situation and Assessment 

20 no foul against Nani, correct 

27 no penalty for POR, correct decision: defender played the ball with the chest 
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30 
missed an advantage for POR, but it was in the midfield and he whistled 
early, so he did not take an opportunity 

40 YC to Sergio Ramos, correct, tactical foul 

45 
YC to Coentrao, unsporting behaviour against Spanish bench, no TV pictures 
available 

60 No penalty and no dive, correct; YC to Busquets for dissent, correct 

61 
YC to Pepe for jumping into the opponent, not necessary but ok, calmed 
down the situation 

64 YC to Pereira for a tactical, correct 

69 no foul against Alba, ok, the Portuguese player was in possession of the ball 

73 foul, but no YC to Fàbregas, correct 

75 no handball penalty to Portugal, ok 

77 missed a YC to Alves 

79 
free-kick to POR, correct, the action of Ramos was nearly an assault, but 
intention cannot be proofed, so no card is ok 

80 no YC to Nani after a studs-up foul, correct 

83 YC to Fàbregas for handball in the wall, correct 

85 finally, YC to Alves because of repeated offences 

89 free-kick to Spain, should have been to Portugal 

90+3 YC to Veloso, correct 

93 missed a foul against Busquets 

99 
no foul against Pedro, correct; after Pedro’s treatment correctly continued the 
game with a drop ball instead of a throw-in, very attentive 

105 
additional time 1 minute, ok, but effectively the match was stopped during the 
whole minute 

111 no deliberate pass to the goalkeeper, the ball was not under Pepe’s control 

113 YC to Xabi Alonso, correct 

PSO recognized Casillas’ wrong position (not on goal-line), very attentive 

 

 Parameter Mark 3: Decisions 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 82,0 
 
 

IV. STYLE 

 Physical and Technical Aspects 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

Always close to the play, follows play at all times, and 
does not interfere with play 

 X  

Flexible Diagonal System  X  

Able to anticipate the action  X  

Enters the penalty area when necessary  X  

Appropiate, efficient and economic Positioning also at 
set pieces 

 X  

Physical Condition in general X   

Adequate behaviour in dealing with injuries (awareness 
of serious injuries, possible advantages applied,  

card-timing etc.) 

X   

Comment 

In the extra time, he could show his great fitness, he ran even more and faster and was still  very 
concentrated (see decisions). He often had to stop the match because of injuries, it was nearly 
too often, but still adequate. His positioning was on expected level, rarely too far away, once 
interfering with play. 
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He was one of few referees, who measure the wall distance by counting the steps. 

Minute Situation and Assessment 

107 great long distance sprint to follow a counterattack 

111 he is hit by the ball 

 

 Parameter Mark 4.1: Physical and Technical Aspects 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 85,0 

 
 

 Tactical Approach 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

The referee has a certain tactical approach, which is 
moving in the measures the Laws of the Game define, 

which is understood and consistent 
 X  

The referee’s tactical approach is active, he is able to 
predict situations and to avoid conflicts by that 

  X 

Personality and authority on the pitch  X  

Adequate communication  X  

Shows determination and courage in his decisions and 
has also tools to gain authority (adequate and clear 

gestures, using his whistle as kind of language)   
 X  

Shows respect  X  

Comment 

It was difficult to see the tactical approach. The problem in this match was, Cakir only reacted to 
the player's behaviour and was not active enough to avoid certain situations. Although he had 
many decisions to make, he stayed in the background as much as possible. His communication 
was on normal level, he was quite friendly, smiling in several situations. His gestures were good, 
he always made clear his decisions. 

Minute Situation and Assessment 

45+1 
at the beginning of the half-time-break, some players nearly hugged him, 
while discussing with him. He reacted friendly. 

 

 Parameter Mark 4.2: Tactical Approach 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 70,0 

 

 Summary of both sections (if necessary, give the minutes) 

Positive Points 1. Friendliness 

 2. Gestures 

 3. Unspectular behaviour 

 

Points for improvement 1. Should be more proactive 

 2. More consistency is needed 

 

 Comment on the cooperation within the referee team 

The team supported the referee whenever it was necessary, good teamwork. 

 

 Parameter Mark 4: Style (factorized (50%) sum of both partial sections) 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 77,5 
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FACTORIZED SUM (FINAL MARK) – REFEREE  

Parameter Percentage Mark  

MATCH DIFFICULTY / IMPORTANCE 10 % 90,0 

CONTROL 20 % 78,0 

DECISIONS 40 %  82,0 

STYLE  30 %  77,5 

 Final mark 80,7 
 
 
 

Assistant Referee 1 
 
I. MATCH 

 Comment 

Sometimes involved, no big difficulty. 

 

 Parameter Mark 1: Degree of Difficulty (only aspects concerning the AR1) 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 80,0 

 
II. DECISIONS 

 Application of the Laws of the Game – Comment  

All the decisions were correct. 

 

 Overview 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

(Non-)Offside detection (evaluated independently (!) 
from the difficulty of the (non-)offside situations) 

 X  

Quality of other decisions with regard to the  

application of the Laws of the Game 
X   

 

 Important Decisions (of course heavy attention to be paid on (non-)offside 
decisions)  

Minute Situation and Assessment 

15 correct foul decision 

45 advised the referee to book Coentrao 

46 correct foul decision 

91 correct offside decision 

 

 Parameter Mark 2: Decisions 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 85,0 

 
III. STYLE 

 Physical and Technical Aspects 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

Physical Condition  X  

Positioning and movement  X  

Adequate alertness, mental awareness and 
concentration (e.g. decisions on situations happening 

in his area of vicinity) 
 X  

Holds and moves his flag in accordance with the   X  
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Laws of the Game 

 

 Parameter Mark 3: Style 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
 

FACTORIZED SUM (FINAL MARK) – AR1 

Parameter Percentage Mark  

MATCH DIFFICULTY  20 % 80,0 

DECISIONS 60 % 85,0 

STYLE 20 % 75,0 

 Final mark 82,0 
 

 
 

Assistant Referee 2 
 
I. MATCH 

 Comment 

Some offside decisions, nothing more; 120 minutes. 

 

 Parameter Mark 1: Degree of Difficulty (only aspects concerning the AR2) 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
II. DECISIONS 

 Application of the Laws of the Game – Comment  

Three times correct. 

 

 Overview 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

(Non-)Offside detection (evaluated independently (!) 
from the difficulty of the (non-)offside situations) 

X   

Quality of other decisions with regard to the  

application of the Laws of the Game 
 X  

 

 Important Decisions (of course heavy attention to be paid on (non-)offside 
decisions)  

Minute Situation and Assessment 

24 clear offside position, correct 

52 correct offside decision 

117 correct offside decision 

 

 Parameter Mark 2: Decisions 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 80,0 

 
III. STYLE 

 Physical and Technical Aspects 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

Physical Condition  X  

Positioning and movement  X  
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Adequate alertness, mental awareness and 
concentration (e.g. decisions on situations happening 

in his area of vicinity) 
 X  

Holds and moves his flag in accordance with the  

Laws of the Game 
 X  

 

 Parameter Mark 3: Style 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
 

FACTORIZED SUM (FINAL MARK) – AR2 

Parameter Percentage Mark  

MATCH DIFFICULTY  20 % 75,0 

DECISIONS 60 % 80,0 

STYLE 20 % 75,0 

 Final mark 78,0 
 
 

 
 

Additional Assistant Referee 1 
 
I. MATCH 

 Comment 

Nothing special, but possible support in twosituations; 120 minutes. 

 

 Parameter Mark 1: Degree of Difficulty (only aspects concerning the AAR1)  

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 65,0 

 
II. DECISIONS 

 Application of the Laws of the Game, Involvement – Comment  

-- 

 

 Overview 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

Important decisions in the penalty area (e.g. fouls like 
holding after set pieces, goal-decisions etc.) 

 X  

Quality of other decisions with regard to the  

application of the Laws of the Game 
 X  

 

 Important Decisions 

Minute Situation and Assessment 

34 wrong goal-kick, ball clearly did not cross the line 

60 correct to decide NO penalty 

 

 Parameter Mark 2: Decisions 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 80,0 

 
III. STYLE 

 Physical and Technical Aspects 

Criteria +  Expected - 
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level 

Positioning and movement X   

Active involvement, adequate alertness, mental 
awareness and concentration (e.g. decisions on 

situations happening in his area of vicinity) 
 X  

 

 Parameter Mark 3: Style 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
 

FACTORIZED SUM (FINAL MARK) – AAR1 

Parameter Percentage Mark  

MATCH DIFFICULTY  20 % 65,0 

DECISIONS 60 % 80,0 

STYLE 20 % 75,0 

 Final mark 76,0 
 
 
 

Additional Assistant Referee 2 
 
I. MATCH 

 Comment 

Two possible involvements where he supported the referee. 

 

 Parameter Mark 1: Degree of Difficulty (only aspects concerning the AAR2)  

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
II. DECISIONS 

 Application of the Laws of the Game, Involvement – Comment  

Two involvements, similar to AAR1.  

 

 Overview 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 

Important decisions in the penalty area (e.g. fouls like 
holding after set pieces, goal-decisions etc.) 

X   

Quality of other decisions with regard to the  

application of the Laws of the Game 
 X  

 

 Important Decisions 

Minute Situation and Assessment 

31 no corner kick to POR, correct 

111 no deliberate return pass by Pepe, correct decision 

 

 Parameter Mark 2: Decisions 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 80,0 

 
III. STYLE 

 Physical and Technical Aspects 

Criteria +  
Expected 

level 
- 
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Positioning and movement  X  

Active involvement, adequate alertness, mental 
awareness and concentration (e.g. decisions on 

situations happening in his area of vicinity) 
 X  

 

 Parameter Mark 3: Style 

AWARDED MARK FOR THIS PARAMETER 75,0 

 
 

FACTORIZED SUM (FINAL MARK) – AAR2 

Parameter Percentage Mark  

MATCH DIFFICULTY  20 % 75,0 

DECISIONS 60 % 80,0 

STYLE 20 % 75,0 

 Final mark 78,0 
 

 
 

Fourth Official 
 Comment  

29’: He explains the not given advantage to the Portuguese coaches.  
During the whole match, he had to calm down the benches several times. 

 

 Final mark 

FINAL MARK 80,0 

 
 
 

Reserve Assistant Referee 
 Comment  

nothing remarkable 

 

 Final mark 

FINAL MARK 75,0 

 
 


